
REAL ESTATE INTERPRETER SERVICES ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
 
You must use this form if interpreter services are used as part of a real estate transaction. 

 

This form meets the requirements of Public Act 23-84  CT DCP, 04/2024 

If the interpreter is not the real estate licensee nor an employee: 
 

Buyer or Renter Acknowledgement 
 
I, ___________________________________                               (name of buyer or renter), used 
___________________________________ (name of interpreter) to act as my interpreter during 
this real estate transaction or these negotiations. The obligations of this contract or other written 
agreement were explained to me in my native language by the interpreter. I understand the 
contract or other written agreement. 
 
___________________________________ ______________________________________ 
(signature of buyer or renter) (relationship of interpreter to buyer or renter) 
 

Interpreter Acknowledgement 
 
I, ___________________________________ (name of interpreter), acted as interpreter during 
this real estate transaction or these negotiations. The obligations of the contract or other written 
agreement were explained to ___________________________________                           (name 
of buyer or renter) in their native language. I understand the contract or other written agreement. 
 
___________________________________ ______________________________________ 
(signature of interpreter) (relationship of interpreter to buyer or renter) 
 
 

If the real estate licensee acts as an interpreter: 
 
Provide the following language in the buyer’s or renter’s native language or select from below.  
If a language that cannot be reduced to writing is used to conduct a real estate transaction or 
negotiations, use the English version. 
 
This real estate transaction or these negotiations were conducted in 
___________________________________ (buyer's or renter's native language), which is my 
native language. I voluntarily choose to have the Real Estate (Broker/Salesperson) act as my 
interpreter during the negotiations. The obligations of the contract or other written agreement 
were explained to me in my native language. I understand the contract or other written 
agreement. 
 
___________________________________ 
(signature of buyer or renter) 
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